45th & 46th KNOW INDIA PROGRAMME (KIP)

- The 45th edition of KNOW INDIA PROGRAMME (KIP) is scheduled to commence from 29 January - 22 February, 2018 in Rajasthan and 46th edition of KIP 12 February - 8 March, 2018 in Madhya Pradesh.

- KNOW INDIA PROGRAMME is open only for Indian origin diaspora youth in the age group of 18-30 years.

- The last of the registration by applicant is 19 November, 2017

- Selected participants would be required to purchase air ticket for their journey from the country of residence to India and back, as per enclosed travel schedule.

- Indian Embassy, Paramaribo would reimburse 90% (ninety percent) of the total cost of air ticket (at lowest economy excursion fare) to participants on successful completion of the programme by them.

- It is mandatory that KIP participants hold an international travel and medical insurance.

Indian Embassy, Paramaribo